
  

 
 

 

What’s the best way to find a flight that suits your budget and travel needs? This guide 

provides 10 tips to help you in this process. I hope it saves you some pennies and a 

headache. 

 

1. Compare the flight market 
 

It’s pretty easy to find cheaper flights online by using comparison sites which offer 

prices from different airlines, in an easy to read list. When you find a price you like 

one click redirects you to the sellers site. 

 

I use the following sites regularly: 

 

Skyscanner: Good for comparing using flexible dates to find the cheapest across 

a range. Ability to filter by direct or stops, total travel time, and departure/arrival 

times make this a really flexible tool. 

 

Cheapflights.co.uk: Offers special rates just for students. It also highlights, the 

cheapest, the quickest and the “smartest” (balance of journey time and flights) 

deals. 

 

These search engines cross compare flight prices against various ticketing agents 

and airlines and can even include discounts of a standard fare, as well as 

identifying the cheapest dates to fly. 

 

Note: Prices can change on click through because prices are constantly 

changing; so the longer you leave a decision the more likely the price will have 

changed…down as well as up! 

http://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8001537/type/dlg/https:/www.skyscanner.net/
http://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8001537/type/dlg/https:/www.cheapflights.co.uk/


 

If you are trying to optimise by dates; Skyscanner's Monthly and Yearly view can 

be handy when trying to find the cheapest outbound and inbound dates for your 

flights. However, it’s not always 100% accurate as ticket agents are constantly 

changing prices; but it’s a good basis to start your search for cheap airfares. 

 

AND 

 

• Not all low cost airlines use comparison sites so it’s worth checking these 

individually 

 

• If you need to combine accommodation you can often get a better deal 

on a hotel with a flight booking.  The comparison sites that offer both ,such 

as Expedia and Kayak are useful in this respect. 

 

• If you’re likely to want to change something about your flight, including 

upgrading; then it’s best to book direct (after comparing prices to find the 

cheapest airline). I use Virgin Atlantic most often as I find the availability of 

reward flights is pretty good. Tips for flying miles is coming in a later email. 

 

2. Book early….. but not too early 
 

It’s commonly recognised by frequent flyers that the optimum time to book a 

flight is around 6 weeks prior to travel. This view was recently backed up by an 

airline study.  

 

If you’re planning your trip months in advance, consider booking at the time of 

planning as it may impact availability, accommodation prices and excursions if 

you leave it too late. 

 

You can still pick up a bargain within 6 weeks of the flight based on demand for 

seats. A fare trackers like the one you’ll find on Skyscanner 

can help. 

 

3. Cheapest flight times 
 

Times to book 

• First thing in the morning after reduced fare seats are posted by airlines 

overnight 

• Tuesday 8pm (UK) 

Times to fly 

• Early morning flights (think 5am) are generally cheaper than day flights as 

are late night flights 

• There’s generally more supply of empty seats for Wednesday flights so you 

could pick up a good deal 

• Saturday and Tuesdays are often cheaper 

• Fridays are often the most expensive 

 

Get insider knowledge by subscribing to travelling for miles which list daily offers 

for flights and upcoming deals  

http://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8001537/type/dlg/https:/www.skyscanner.net/
http://tidd.ly/e7014af8
https://www.kayak.co.uk/holidays
http://clkuk.tradedoubler.com/click?p=207523&a=2793413&g=20293700&url=http://a.nonstoppartner.net/a/?i=click&client=virginatlantic&camp=webservice&tmclickref=travelsupermarket&l=uk&nw=a0pf&deepurl=http://www.virgin-atlantic.com/gb/en.html
http://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8001537/type/dlg/https:/www.skyscanner.net/
http://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8001537/type/dlg/https:/www.skyscanner.net/
http://www.travelingformiles.com/welcome-to-traveling-for-miles/


 

4. Long haul from Europe but not from the UK 
 

The passenger duty tax for long haul in most other European countries is much 

cheaper than the UK (in some cases a third of the price). So consider booking 

your long haul from a European destination such as Frankfurt or Dublin and pick 

up a cheap short haul separately with Skyscanner, Cheapflights.co.uk  or Expedia 

This does mean you may need to collect baggage but if time is not an issue this 

can save quite a lot!  

 

You can find out more in this article from Insider Flyer 

 

5. Avoid “Holiday” Season 
 
It can be difficult to find cheap rates during the peak travel seasons. Both in the  
the summer months and around the school holidays. 
 
Take a punt at shoulder season in your chosen destination. It’s surprising how this can be a much 
better bet, avoid the crowds and still have great weather or conditions depending on where 
you’re travelling. 
 
Low season in the UK is often a great time to visit other places that are at their peak such as 
South East Asia.  
 

6. Consider stopovers carefully 
 

Direct flights are usually the most convenient but often cost much more, 

sometimes double or more. So, consider one or more stopovers to reduce the 

price. If you have time treat it as an extension to your trip and stay longer than 

transit. If not try to keep transit time to a minimum but still take into consideration 

delays. I found I needed at least 90 minutes’ transit in Johannesburg as their 

transit security takes so long (5 of the 6 occasions I’ve been through), so I try to 

make sure I have a minimum of 2 hours’ transit time when I don’t fly direct. It also 

breaks up long flights and gives you time to stretch the legs and eat something 

other than airplane food. 

 

That said if you’re in a hurry and a stop is only going to save you a small amount, 

forget it and book direct. You’ll see the benefit of this slightly higher spend in the 

experiences extra hours will give you. 

 

Tip: If you’re using a comparison site you can often sort by total time, select 1 stop 

only or by arrival time. 

 

7. Which Airport 
 

If you’re flying into a region with more than one airport consider each one. For 

example to get to Cinque Terre in Italy, you could fly to either Pisa or Genoa, or 

even Florence and maybe get to spend some time in these cities as well. Another 

http://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8001537/type/dlg/https:/www.skyscanner.net/
http://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8001537/type/dlg/https:/www.cheapflights.co.uk/
http://tidd.ly/e7014af8
https://insideflyer.co.uk/2016/09/flying-uk-save-money-starting-another-country/


good example of this is Barcelona where you can fly direct to xx or xx and take 

the bus (which takes around x minutes and costs £) 

 

This also holds true to departure airport, when in London select “all London 

airports” for the greatest comparison of prices. Most airports have excellent 

transport links to make this simpler. 

 

8. Flexibility 
 
When reserving flights online remain flexible with your departure and return dates. Give yourself 
with a wide window of time that enables the airlines to offer you more agreeable prices. Again 
the cheapest travel days of the week tend to be Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.  
 
Consider your luggage, can you take a carryon only? Check upto date limits here, you may find a 
slightly more expensive flight is the better option when you consider it allows you to take just 
cabin baggage when compared to another where you’re effectively forced to book hold baggage 
due to the tiny cabin allowance. 
 
If an airline offers varied rates based on additional options such as extra bags, cancellation rights 
etc; consider how much you need these extras and book the basic deal where you can. 

 

9. Flight miles are your friend 
 

There are a lot of flying miles schemes out there.  

 

Some allow you to transfer miles to and fro each scheme, such as British Airways 

Executive club and Avios.  

 

Others like Virgin Flying Club allow you to collect from Tesco club card as well 

other retailers and I’ve found that the availability of reward flights has been 

excellent with them each time I’ve asked, but maybe I’ve just been lucky. 

 

It’s rare, but I even received a free upgrade to business due to my membership 

of Emirates Skywards on a flight from Dubai to the UK….champagne, yes please! 

 

Subscribe to Head for Points to get tips on how to maximise your miles and points 

and learn about the hotel schemes on offer. 
 

10. Consider an Air Pass 
 

If you’ve planning to travel a lot in one country or region. An air pass maybe 

relevant.  

 

A good example of this is Qantas Walkabout pass. You need to book the internal; 

flights in advance but there’s no charge to amend dates and a low charge for a 

route change. Amending flights by phone sometimes incurs a service charge so 

manage flights online to avoid this. 

 

Even more flexible are the air passes from Star Alliance and One World, which 

have a lot of different options for travel in all regions; including Africa and Asia. 

http://clkuk.tradedoubler.com/click?p=207523&a=2793413&g=20293700&url=http://a.nonstoppartner.net/a/?i=click&client=virginatlantic&camp=webservice&tmclickref=travelsupermarket&l=uk&nw=a0pf&deepurl=http://www.virgin-atlantic.com/gb/en/flying-club.h
http://www.headforpoints.com/
http://www.qantas.com/travel/airlines/walkabout/us/en
http://www.staralliance.com/en/airpasses
https://www.oneworld.com/flights/single-continent-fares


Remember to check the terms and conditions. 

 

If you have any additional tips please let us know. Enjoy your flight! 
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